WISH, a novel CFEM GPCR is indispensable for surface sensing, asexual and pathogenic differentiation in rice blast fungus.
We have selected and characterized a unique Conserved Fungal-specific Extra-cellular Membrane-spanning (CFEM) domain containing PTH11 like G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR), which is responsible for Water wettability, Infection, Surface sensing and Hyper-conidiation (WISH). The pathogenicity gene WISH is predicted to encode a novel seven transmembrane protein in the rice blast fungus, Magnaporthe oryzae, one of the deadliest pathogens of rice. We generated knockout mutants through a homologous recombination-based method to understand the function of the gene. These mutants are nonpathogenic due to a defect in sensing hydrophobic surface and appressorium differentiation. The mutant failed to undergo early events of pathogenesis, and appressorium development is diminished on inductive hydrophobic surface and was unable to penetrate susceptible rice leaves. The Δwish mutant did not develop any appressorium, suggesting that WISH protein is required for appressorium morphogenesis and is also involved in host surface recognition. We examined various aspects of pathogenesis and the results indicated involvement of WISH in preventing autolysis of vegetative hyphae, determining surface hydrophobicity and maintenance of cell-wall integrity. WISH gene from M. oryzae strain B157 complemented the Δwish mutant, indicating functional authenticity. Exogenous activation of cellular signaling failed to suppress the defects in Δwish mutants. These findings suggest that WISH GPCR senses diverse extracellular signals to play multiple roles and might have effects on PTH11 and MPG1 genes especially as an upstream effector of appressorium differentiation. It is for the first time that a typical GPCR containing seven transmembrane helices involved in the early events of plant pathogenesis of M. oryzae has been functionally characterized.